A theory of nonlinear electrodynamics in an arbitrary curved space-time is developed from the fundamental action functional for a charged perfect fluid. The equations for small perturbations on a fixed nonlinear background are then the initial point for a comprehensive study of the characteristic surfaces. The essential distinctions between linear and nonlinear electrodynamic interactions under the influence of gravitation are exhibited. Discontinuities in the first derivatives of small perturbations are encountered (1) which may be of general algebraic types for both. the electrodynamic and gravitational fields and (2) which may have spacelike propagation. A speCific set of constraints which would permit the propagation of these extraordinary radiative fronts is presented. If the physical organization of a particular problem is presumed to be sufficiently sensitive to the nonlinear nature of the dynamical interactions, then the application of traditional causal concepts may be unreliable when intuition derived from Maxwellian electrodynamics with non interacting photons is anticipated to provide event horizons.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper has two basic objectives. The first is to present a compact covariant exposition of nonlinear electrodynamics (NLE) in a curved space-time (i.e., the dynamics of the Einstein-Born-Infeld equations with a general structure function), investigating the algebraic aspects of the theory by spinorial techniques. The second is to offer a comprehensive study of the characteristic surfaces of such a system, demonstrating the essential distinctions between the linear and nonlinear electrodynamic cases.
The actual content of the work is a generalization of Ref. 1. drawing extensively from the calculations presented in Ref. 2. The paper continues the sequential study of NLE with its vast literature 3 -'J initiated by Born and Infeld. Because of the similarities between Refs. 1 and 13, the results may also be thought of as an extension of those of Boillant. Recently these ideas ofNLE have been found ofinterest even in supersymmetric theories. 14 There are two physical approaches to the theory. The first is to seek, via nonlinearity, a structurally self-consistent classical electrodynamics with a finite point charge inertia which is free of the conceptual difficulties related to the divergences which plague the linear theory. Within this approach, with a sensible structure function of invariants, NLE is capable of fulfilling all common sense requirements (like, e.g., the correct transformation properties for finite conserved quantities of a point charge) in contrast to other variants, including those with extended sources, higher derivatives, form factors, etc., each of which retains some incompatibility. Unfortunately, the shape of the structure func~ion remains remarkably arbitrary, which handicaps speCific physical predictions from the theory. This is the main reason for the limited interest in these matters in general theoretical physics. The second approach regards NLE as a variety of phenomenological quantum electrodynamics (QED) in the limit of high occupation numbers. The structure function is selected such that the QED predictions con-"On leave of absence from the University of Warsaw. Warsaw. Poland. cerning the scattering oflight by light are reproduced classically by the NLE. Of particular interest is the structure function of Schwinger, 15 which accounts for an infinite ladder of quantum processes. Our motivations are closer to the second of these options.
If electromagnetic fields in curved space-times are critical to the early evolution of the universe or for the dynamics of collapsing objects near singularity limits, then it is natural to expect the corresponding QED dependent processes will affect the physics. Hence, NLE provides a simple tool for evaluating possible implications closer to physical reality. It is rather naive to anticipate that classical Maxwellian electrodynamics with non interacting photons can reliably represent such extremal conditions. Consequently, it is interesting to study the nature of causal signals within Einstein-Born-Infeld dynamics. The original Einstein construction of causal cones is related to light or, more specifically, to the surfaces along which discontinuities of the first derivatives of the electromagnetic field (characteristic surfaces) of linear electrodynamics are propagated. Light rays are then understood as bicharacteristic lines. This identification forms the foundation of special relativity, and without alteration it is extrapolated into the realm of general relativity. In fact, in general relativity, when a linear Maxwellian field is present, its characteristics do coincide with the Einsteinian gl"v cone. This, however. will not be the case when NLE governs electromagnetic phenomena. This result permits the reinterpretation of the standard characteristic of general relativity, the eiconal equationg"VS S , = 0 which
, IS a major objective of this paper. It is not unreasonable to assume that the introduction of other forms of nonlinear interactions (e.g., fluid dynamic or Yang-Mills fields) would produce analogous results. Formally, the paper is organized such that Sec. 2 contains the generation of the dynamic equations for a perfect charged fluid. containing a nonlinear electrodynamic interaction within a curved space-time, by variations of the fundamental action. The structure equations which contain the distinction between the linear and nonlinear electrodynamic cases are introduced. Section 3 provides the conversion of the equations into their spinor counterparts and reviews the algebraic properties of the electromagnetic field tensors critical to the evaluation of the characteristic surfaces. There is also a brief discussion of how the NLE presented can be interpreted as analogous to more conventional electrodynamics within a medium. The entire self-consistent system is linearized by standard first perturbation techniques and the "jump" expressions satisfied by the discontinuities in the first derivatives of the field variables are given in Sec. 4. Section 5 demonstrates how the system reduces identically to the standard results in the linear electrodynamic limits. In particular, the algebraic investigation indicates that in the linear limit only null characteristic surfaces permit the existence of nontrivial jumps. Section 6 classifies in detail the necessary conditions for the jump expressions for the many possible characteristics determined by the structure function in the NLE case. Dependent upon the nonlinearity, the results indicate that the discontinuities of both the gravitational and electromagnetic fields may be of algebraically general types with respect of the Einsteinian metric. The Einsteinian local null cone is physically identified only with the propagation of pure gravitational radiative fronts, and there exist nonlinearly interacting massless fields (including the elctrodynamic) whose propagation may be associated with causal cones both interior and exterior to the Einsteinian null cone. Assuming there exist physically reasonable nonlinear structure functions, satisfying a rather simple set of conditions, these different cones which allow causal influence certainly do no coincide. The distinguished rate of propagation of discontinuities in conformal curvature alters the local measurement of time and thereby changes our traditional view of the propagation of linear electrodynamic fronts as the only provider of a causal horizon for an event. The metric properties for each form of characteristic surface are then cataloged in Sec. 7, and finally Sec. 8 concludes by displaying the algebraic types of jumps in tabular form.
THE DYNAMIC EQUATIONS
The relevant dynamic equations are evaluated by variations of the action functional ' (2.1) In where the infinitesimal four-volume element d 4X( -g) 112 is invariant under nonsingular coordinate transformations within a Riemannian background space-time V 4 represented by the metric gill' with signature (+ + + -) and determinant g. The associated Lagrangians correspond to the fluid ~!', the nonlinear electrodynamic field ,Y E, the interaction between the fluid and field ,Y I' and the background gravitational field 2' G' respectively. The line integrals are understood to be taken along the world line of fluid particles between the points of intersection with two spacelike three-surfaces bounding the domain n of variation.
Assuming there exists a known equation of state such that the energy density is given by e = e(n,s), where n denotes the particle density and S the entropy density of a fluid point, the fluid flow may be characterized by (I) an Eulerian velocity ul '(x") defined for every event P (XV) situated on its world trajectory, (2) the specific volume V = lin, and (3) the phenomenologic temperature T and pressure p encountered.
These hydrodynamic variables are measured with respect to a local rest frame. The velocity is normalized such that UI'U ll = -1. Since the fluid is isotropic and frictionless, entropy is conserved. Therefore,
The first and second laws of thermodynamics,
are postulated, Associated with such a fluid is the Lagrangian density 2' F = -e(n,s).
(2.4)
The nonlinear electrodynamic field is represented by two skew field tensors!"v and P,,,,, which are interrelated through a single relation designated as the "structure" equation. The existence of a potential A satisfying the Faraday field equation
is assumed, yielding the electrodynamic Lagrangian are invariant (scalar) and pseudoinvariant,I7 respectively, is a real Hamiltonian whose functional form is intentionally left unspecified. For linear electrodynamics H = P, but for nonlinear electrodynamics H must only conform to a cou.Ble of general conditions. One expects for the weak field (P,Q small) limit that nonlinear effects will become negligible:
If parity is conserved, then under coordinate transformations with negative Jacobian, where Q transforms into -Q, 9) which is equivalent to H = H (P,Q 2). Condition (2,9) is less essential than (2.8), since one could consider systems with parity violating weak interactions in a quantized theory. However, in this work, both restrictions (2.8) and (2.9) are presumed satisfied. Additionally, the conservation of charge density p, (2.10) is required.
The interaction between the fluid and the nonlinear electrodynamic field is provided by the minimal coupling Lagrangian density (2.11 ) where]l' = pu " denotes the electric current density. Notice Alarc6n Gutierrez, Dudley, and PlebaMki that the expressions determining the inertia of the fluid (2.4) and the coupling with the electromagnetic field (2.11) are identical to those of linear electrodynamics.
The gravitation field equations are deduced from the conventional Lagrangian density of Einsteinian gravity, The dynamic equations are derived from the overall action.if of(2.1) accounting for (2.4), (2.6), (2.11), and (2.12) by executing the variations and extremalizing with respect to (1) the Lagrangian trajectories (DX JL ), (2) the potential (DA JL ), (3) the field P"" regarded as Lagrange multiplier ( DP"v) , (4) the metric (Dg IIV )' and (5) the connections TJL v ). considered as independent of the metric (DTllv).) (according to the principle of Pal at in i). The process must be consistent with the subsidiary conservation conditions (2.2) and (2.10), and constrained by null variations on the boundary an of the region n. Performing the extremalizations, the following equations of evolution of the perfect fluid system with nonlinear electrodynamic and gravitational fields are evaluated. The details are found in Ref. 2.
where fill': = ( -g) 1I2g"v' Consequently, the appropriate connection for the metric is that of Levi-Civita ({a fly} = r a {3Y) ' The equations of motion (Lorentz equations) for the charged fluid are (2.14)
The electromagnetic field (Maxwell's) equations are (2.15) These equations are complemented by the Faraday equations (the existence of the potential), which express the necessary and sufficient conditions that.!;,v be a curl, i' ''y 
The structure equations (material equations) '" (2.17) are the counterparts of the Lorentz material equations in the classical electrodynamics of polarized media. Equations (2.15)-(2.17) give the physical interpretation and the evolution of the nonlinear electrodynamic field whose energy-momentum tensor is defined by AgIi", (2.19) where G JLV: = R /iV -Jyt"R is the Einstein tensor. The expression (2.19) and the geometric structure equations (Bianchi identities) R afl 1y8 ;..l ) = 0 and (2.20a) (2.20b) govern the evolution of space-time and the motion of material contained within it. This essentially completes the system of dynamical equations. The conservation constraints (2.2) and (2.10) have been inherently imposed. When this system is restricted to special relativity, where the Riemann tensor vanishes, the total energy-momentum tensor is still divergenceless as (2.20b) implies, but now as the result of the translational invariance of the action.
Since the essential distinction between linear and nonlinear electrodynamics resides in the electromagnetic structure equations (2.17), it is informative from the outset to inquire about their inversion. When these equations can be inverted one may algebraically express PI'v through.!;,,,, its dual, and the invariants
by the expression
is understood as a funstion off/iv depending on it throught the arguments F and G. The relations among invariants can be represented by a complex equation in either of the forms
Moreover, (2.22) substituted into the definition of L [(2.6 ) and (2.18)] implies
The self-consistency of the theory is demonstrated by showing that the divergence of the total energy-momentum tensor, indicated in the special Bianchi identity (2.20b), vanishes. Sequentially, this is accomplished by applying the equations of Lorentz, Maxwell, and Faraday, the definition of the dual, the electromagnetic structure relation, the antisymmetry property of pJLV, and finally the definition of E Ill'.
SPINOR FORM OF THE EQUATIONS
Since the classification of the characteristic surfaces is conveniently done in spinor formalism, the spinorial counterparts of the dynamic equations are now presented. Using the Hermitian Pauli matrices gIi AD' the self-dual spin tensor S /i"AD ,and its anti-self-dual complex conjugateS I "'AD, 19 the spino rial images of all relevant objects may be defined in ( Alarc6n Gutierrez, Dudley, and Plebat'lski the usual manner. The spinor covariant derivative operator is V A8: = g!" AR V!" . For the symbols corresponding identically to those used previously. the equations of motion (2.14). Maxwell (2.15). and Faraday (2.16). respectively. become
complemented by the conservation of charge (2.10) V AR JAB = O. The electromagnetic structure (material) equations (2.17) and their inverses (2.22) are most conveniently written in their equivalent spino rial relations after the introduction of G=4f 'fAB (3.4) and the respective complex conjugates as the independent invariants. We obtain and
which are equivalent to
For the symmetric tensors, the trace is extracted before contracting each index independently with! of the general Pauli matrices. The traceless energy-momentum tensor of the fluid is pl"v: = pLV -~'TJ.. J.. ' Hence it has a spinorial image denoted by
and therefore, (3.8)
Similarly. the traceless nonlinear electromagnetic field energy-momentum becomes
The image of the traceless Einstein tensor
reduces the Einstein equations to the following relations:
(3.11b)
Denoting the conventional conformal curvature by the totally symmetric and complex object 
Particle conservation (2.2b) and velocity normalization take the forms V AB (nu AR ) = 0 and uARu AB = 2.
The original tensors are recovered from the spinorial images by applying the inversion relations originating from the duality properties of the spin tensor and its complex conjugate and the normalization of the Pauli matrices (8
and its complex conjugate.
(3.14)
We next recall briefly some algebraic properties of the electromagnetic field tensors which are necessary for determining characteristic surfaces. A discussion of greater depth from both the mathematical and physical points of view may be found in Ref.l or 20. Considerations of gauge freedom can also be found there. The electromagnetic field tensor.!;", is a real skew symmetric second rank tensor which is called sim- ConsequentlY'!AB can always be written as ' (3.18) with 14 a second dimensionless spinor linearly independent of kA and normalized according to kAlA = 1 and ~ ;;>0. Using (3.18) 3.21) where the non-negative (in an ape,ropriately oriented coordinate system) invariants!J; and ,;if are ,Cl = (IP + Q I -P ) \/2 and ,J( = (IF + 0 I + P ) \/2, (3.22) and there exists an expression equivalent to (3.19) for P + Q.
Alarc6n Gutierrez, Dudley, and Plebanski From (3.6), (3.18), and (3.22),
and i!..is natural to pass from (F, G ) to ('if? ,g;) and from (P,Q ) to ( §J ,dV'j as the pairs of independent invariants. Assuming temporatily that the condition for inversions with respect to g; and JY ', a ('if?,fiJ) 
(a requirement of the vi rial theorem) is equivalent to
(3.29)
We will consistently accept P"v as the fundamental and.t;,v as the secondary object. Consequently, if there are values of (P,Q) which violate the first of either (3.27) or (3.29), they must be rejected as physically inadmissable. These conditions can be interpreted in two ways:( 1) as restricting the family of admissible structure functions, (2) as restricting the physically admissible values of (P,Q) . Occasionally these conditions hold for every (P,Q) as in the case of the linear theory where H = P. When PltV is null, the correspondence principle implies Hp = I, HQ = 0, and Hpij = ° (3.30)
for zero values of the invariants. Therefore,
(3.31) and it follows that the inequality conditions are automatically met. The inequalities (3.27) and (3.29) are important in the further development of the characteristic surface theory.
The dynamic equations of nonlinear electrodynamics presented in Sec. 2 and 3 obtain a most plausible interpretation when the concepts of the electric and magnetic field vectors and the electric and magnetic induction vectors are introduced. 21 The content of these sections then corresponds closely to the Lorentz theory of electrons, where the structure relations D" =£E" and B"=JlH" (3.32) are postulated. Due to the properties of the medium € and Jl may be different from unity. In our case the circumstances are comparable, but the inductions are more general linear combinations of the intensities, ('if?2) and
Consequently, there is some justification for denoting the ratios € and Jl as the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability. Moreover, in the appropriate limits these equations are formally identical to the conventional equations of electrodynamics in macroscopic media with pointlike sources. The complete supporting details of this interpretation of nonlinear electrodynamics are found in Refs. 1 and 20.
SMALL PERTURBATIONS AND CHARACTERISTIC CSURFACES
In this section, the equations determining the characteristic surfaces for nonlinear electrodynamics in a gravitational field corresponding to the system's set of dynamic equations are developed. The resulting complementary partial differential equations for perturbations of various field gradients are linear with variable coefficients determined by the background fields. Therefore, in principle, they can be solved with standard techniques. The equations are manipulated in spinorial form, because the application of the notation simplifies further algebraic calculation considerably. Our agruments are local (at a fixed point), but have analytic implications. In the theory of small perturbations, the structure equations are considered as central. Conveniently, these particular relations are algebraic, enabling their thorough investigation which eventually results in the theorems on the propagation of discontinuities in the background. The basic problem of characteristic surfaces consists of deriving the necessary conditions, from the perturbed dynamic equations, which permit the existence of nontrivial discontinuities of the first derivatives of the field variables.
A surface S (x) = const (corresponding to a particular P,tv) is said to be characteristic of the object F (x), if the derivatives of its small perturbations of of,, can posses nontrivial discontinuities on S. All quantities denoted by 8 (---) are proportional to some parameter of smallness. The discontinAlarc6n Gutierrez, Dudley, and Plebai'iski uous jump of F(x) at x on the surface S is defined by (4.5e)
The remainder of this work is effectively devoted to the evaluation of the properties of the solutions of these relations for the discontinuities in the derivatives of the various field variables on the characteristic surfaces. Specifically, the nec-essary conditions permitting the existence of ,1P AB #0 are derived for ba.skground fields which are null v (PI' '' #O,P + Q = 0) and algebraically general (P + Q #0).
The case of a trivial background field (PI ''' = 0) is omitted, since for weak fields the theory coincides identically with the linear electrodynamic case by construction. It must be underlined that we assume ,1P AB #0, but whether ,1fAB' etc., vanish or not remains questionable. The possible characteristic surfaces are repeatedly divided into two classes: (1) the null characteristic surfaces (NeS), where S;p. S ;1' = 0 and (2) the general characteristic surfaces (GCS), where S,,' S ;1' # O.
The symbol ~ is used to denote the product S'" S ;1'.
CHARACTERISTIC SURFACES OF LINEAR ELECTRODYNAMICS WITH GRAVITATION
Reducing the basic characteristic surface equations (4.5) for PI ''' = fl '''' which WhenfAB is either algebraically general or null but of the formfAB = U'(SA -SA )(SB -Sn), since.1C 2 #0, the result is (5.7)
which is of type III:[3-1). If and only iffAB is null and such thatfABSASB = 0, then SI" is an eigenvector of the background null field. When this circumstance occurs LlC z vanishes directly and Ll C ABCD is given by the first term of (5.7), which is of type N:[4).
B. I1fAB = 0 on the characteristic surface
The jump relation from the first Bianchi identity (4.Sd) for this subcase requires
I1C ABCD IS of type N: [4] if ~ = o. (S.S)
Summarizing this straightforward special case, the characteristic surfaces of linear electrodynamics are necessarily null (~= 0) if there exists a nontrivial jump. Specifically, the discontinuities in the derivatives of small perturbations in both the electrodynamic and gravitational fields propagate at "the speed oflight, "and the only discontinuous jumps in the perturbations of conformal curvature permitted are of the types 111:[3-1] and N: [4] .
CHARACTERISTIC SURFACES OF NONLINEAR ELECTRODYNAMICS WITH GRAVITATION
Regarding P AB as the fundamental object providing a nonlinear electrodynamic solution completing the Einstein equations, and after substituting (4.Sc) into (4.Sb) using (4.Sa), you deduce that successively multiplying by SA A and -2p A B gives
[OHp + ZHzz)~ + Hzzr '"vS ', (6,10) which due to.:1Z = 8p AB I1P AB = 0, implies (6.11) Independent of whether the background is trivial (P AB = 0)
or nontrivial (P AB = PIASB) #0), we encounter ~ = 0 and r '"vS ' (6.17) indicating the phase ofthejumpl1P' is determined when the structure function and field are known. Only jl1P' j remains arbitrary and I1P AB depends on one arbitrary constant.
SUbstituting the jump expression from the Einstein equations (4.5e) into that of the first Bianchi identity (4.5d) and again using the content of (6.10), you obtain which implies I1P ~O. Hence the structure function must be nonlinear so that at least one of H zz or H zi is different from zero; and the complex invariant of the field Z = 4p AB P AB = -2(P A SA )2~0, hence the field is algsbraically general.
Transforming to the invariants 9J and ff' defined by Z: = P + Q = -~(g; + i~2 and noting that, since I1fand I1P ~O are real, the structure function is constrained by the condition H;r J-= 0, we have 
B. The class of GCS (I =f 0)
Multiplying by SA A the result of substituting (4.5c) into (4.5b) and using (4.5a) gives which coincides with (6.6). Since..1P AB ,=0, GCS can exist only when (1) the background field is nontrivial (P AB ,=0, (2) the jump..1 w #0 (which occurs only when..1Z #0), and (3) the situation is genuinely nonlinear (at least one of H zz or H z:t must be nonzero). We acknowledge that from the structure of (6.34), ..1PJ1 vs;v = O. The same was true for NCS. Before proceeding with the consideration of null and algebraically general background fields, it is profitable to analyze some algebraic consequences of the Bianchi identities. Multiplying both Bianchi identities (4.5d) by SAD and taking the symmetric and antisymmetric parts result in
(6.39a) (6.39b) (6.39c) For GCS, using the expression for ..1P AB (6.34) and the Einstein equation (6.1), Substituting (6.40a) into (6.39a) provides
Null background electrodynamic field (PAS = lPk A k B)
P #0 is in general complex. Due to correspondence for the partial evaluated at Z = 0; Respecting the constraints On the null background field dictated by correspondence and defining with 1JASA AkA = -(1JiY -1J2Z), (6.42) has the form
which, when z#O, has the characteristic polynomial These jumps occur for characteristics of both types.
Algebraically general background field
For this subclass where SAB has the form (6.51), the invariants are conveniently written as functions of the parameters x, y, and z:
-~ = xy -zi and --r'l'S;pS;v = IZ I(xy + zi), (6.58) where Z = -~(!iJ + ift)2 is the complex invariant of the nonlinear electrodynamic field. Introducing these in (6.37) and changing variables one encounters (6.59) -H'wilr -i(Hg; 2<"A<, (6.65) which is a contradiction of the assumption H p > O. Therefore l' > 0 and the determinant can be factored such that A = (Hp/r) (H,W'/irxy -rzz) (1'xy + Hg; g; zi). (6.66) Although it was originally assumed that Hk'Jk From some straight forward algebraic manipulation of (6.70), (6.71), (6.59), and (6.61), one deduces which has the distinct roots A. Analyzing GCS with null background electrodynamic field ! I and II are S j ~! H}y y > 0, -Hq; g; > 0 and -Hp(HrJ!'fJ + Nw',w) > Y>Oj. (7.8d) The conditions for the four alternatives (7.8) are mutually exclusive; therefore, they are not only necessary but also sufficient and the implication ~ may be replaced by ¢:? in each. Notice, finally, that discontinuities of the derivatives of small perturbations of the nonlinear electrodynamic field are propagated within the light cone if and only if (7.8) is satisfied, which is equivalent to (Hp/2IZI) In the case where d = 0 the surfaces coincide, and the resultant conditions may be read from (7.5) and (7.7) by recalling that 7 = H p for this situation. There are of course other special cases, for example, a complete set where one characteristic surface is null and (6.15) necessitates that X = O. But a detailed investigation of these generally pathologic cases would be excessive pedantry, since a sufficient number of relevant cases has already been displayed.
20'= -(!iJ -ift)(!iJ +i~-I{[Hp
Next we reconsider the eiconal equation Y"vSI'S" = 0 for GCS, where nonlinear electrodyamic waves are transported along bicharacteristic rays which are null with respect to the metric Y"v as opposed to It '''. Directly from the characteristic surface equations (6.45), for the case of a null electromagnetic field, the eiconal equation implies P: y!PII'V = ¢ -2(1t'" + Hpp7- ''') Q: y<2II''' = ¢ -2(It'V -H QQ 7- ''' ), (7.10) where ¢ is an arbitrary conformal factor. As a note, these metrics coincide if and only if the structure function is the Hamiltonian of Born-Infeld NLE.
2 Also from (6.68), for the case of an algebraically general electromagnetic field, the eiconal equation implies II: y"!!,V = ¢ -2 [It' '' + _1_ (Hyy -7)/(Hyy + 7)7-' ''] ' 
IZI
The sum of the coefficients in (7.11) contains the multiplicative factor Hpp -H QQ , which vanishes in the case ofanalytic NLE; therefore, for this subcase I, II:yA iI' '' = ¢ -2 [ It'v =F (Hw, /(Hyy + 7)7- 'v] . (7.12) These metrics coincide when the discriminant d vanishes and the metric is (7.12) with 7 = Hp.
The intent of writing the metrics in these explicit forms is to make apparent their common structure. Each appears as (7.13)
where It' '' is the Einsteinian metric whose geodesics are the trajectories of gra vi tons, F (P, Q ) is a function ofthe invariants of the electrodynamic field pl'vand 7-'v is the traceless energy-momentum tensor constructed from pl'v. Due to the presence of the conformal factor ¢, a gauge can always be chosen such that only the conformally invariant part is relevant to the geodesics of Y"" or, specifically, to the trajectories of the nonlinear photons. Perhaps the more curious physical situations occur when the metric Y"v is such that its corresponding null cone is exterior to that of gl'v as specified in the constraints (7.2), (7.5), and (7.7), because these cases permit for the extraordinary speeds of interaction. The dynamic equations for a charged perfect fluid with nonlinear electrodynamic interaction in a gravitational space-time are deduced from the fundamental action. The characteristic surfaces for this physical system are found to have discontinuous first derivatives of small perturbations in the fields (1) which may be of general types and (2) which could have spacelike propagation. These perhaps unexpected properties are entirely dependent upon the specific nature of the structure function of the nonlinearity. Presumably, the introduction of other nonlinear interactions (e.g., fluid dynamic) could be anticipated to provide similar consequences. The demonstration of a physically relevant source for a nonlinear electrodynamic interaction providing causal spacelike signal propagation remains open. However, spacelike quantum processes present possible candidate!). Permitting for curved gravitational space-times and for characteristic surfaces under various restrictions, the discontinuous jumps generated are cataloged in Table 1 . In each case, the procedure for limiting to a vanishing electrodynamic jump is also presented. 22 A speculative comment on the emergence of conformal curvature jumps of type I: [1-1-1-1] is perhaps appropriate. The nonvanishing trace of the energy-momentum tensor [since -!R = A + 2(ZH z + ZH i -H)] implies th~ existence of some finite fundamental mass and, consequently, length which ought to force the breaking of the conformal group previously enjoyed by the electrodynamic equations in the linear case. Under these circumstances, jumps of general types are not implausible.
Whenever the characteristic surfaces are of types P and Consequently, if the physical environment is sufficiently nonlinear, there exists a distinct chance that there are relevant structure functions permitting spacelike propagation of jumps of general types.
